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Open Educational Resources (OERs)
2008/9 Resource sharing felt to be beneficial: a natural activity in teaching 
teams; avoids ‘re-inventing the wheel’ and creation of similar materials 
over and over again
Early OER-sharing was difficult:
- Technical incompatibility between systems
- A range of other technical issues
- Lack of a culture of sharing beyond local groups
- General lack of skills in the creation of online materials
- Discussions centred around metadata and content packaging
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• Saves your own development time
• Offers your students a variety of material 
• shows that you are aware of the good work being done in your field by 
others
• Seeing how others teach/present information gives you ideas about 
what to do / what not to do
• Learn new skills by seeing/using others’ OERs
• Showcase and promote teaching excellence
• Enabled innovative teaching through collaborative projects and 
engaging students in open working 5
Open education movement
• UNESCO – Paris OER declaration 2012 
• EU – Open education initiative 2013, EU-funded projects 
e.g. LangOER www.langoer.eu
• Governmental adoption of OER policies
• Institutional adoption of OER policies
• UK research funding councils implement open access 
mandates 
• Open access publishing
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MOOCs
• Free, online course available to anyone to take (therefore 
potentially with thousands of learners)
• Big providers: Coursera, EdX, FutureLearn, Iversity
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‘Understanding Language: 




160,000+ ‘joiners’ over 4 
runs
The challenge to open education
Current climate:
- Marketisation of Higher Education
- Competition to recruit local and international students
- Desire to increase position in global rankings
- Increase research income
- Competition amongst staff/institutions reduces attraction 
of collaboration and open working
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Open education: responding to the 
challenge
• Markets and promotes universities and courses
• Showcases and enhances the profile of academic staff at the university 
to new audiences
• Demonstrates value for money
• Teachers are now ‘curators as well as creators’ and demonstrate their 
knowledge of the field by curating 3rd party resources
• Blending MOOCs with classroom teaching offers campus-based 
students a broader experience
• Open education and MOOCs offer an opportunity to carry out ‘citizen 




Desirable? Yes: free/open contributes to strategic areas of 
importance.
- Impact, promotion, reach should be measured accurately to 
support ongoing arguments to continue free/open activity
- There is a place in today’s HE landscape for open/free 
content but in order to survive, it must be aligned to 
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Thank you!
Спасибо!
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